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1. (a) Draw the process states of UNIX operating system. What do think are the advantages and
disadvantages of writing an operating system in a high-level language such as C? 3+3=6

(b) What do you mean by threads? What advantages do threads have over multiple processes?
Discuss applications to show how threads (within a process) are utilized for multitasking. 2+2+2=6

(c) Discuss four important CPU scheduling criteria? Describe the differences between short-term and
long-term scheduling. 4+4=8

2. (a) In the Readers and Writers classical problem of synchronization why is it that we require to have
two semaphores namely mutex and wrt in the Reader process? If there are (say) n waiting reader
processes, how many processes waits on which of the semaphores at any particular instant oftime. Is
there any way by which we can know how many readers are reading the object simultaneously?

3+2+1=6
(b) Consider a system with three resource types and the vector Available initialized to (4,2,2). If

process Poasks for {2,2,1}, it gets them. If P1asks for {l,O,l}, it gets them. Then if Poasks for (O,O,l), it
is blocked (resource not available). The resource-allocation policy of the system is such that the
resources of a blocked process can be taken away to satisfy another process needing them. Therefore,
if Pz now asks for (2,0,0), it gets the available one (1,0,0) and the one that was allocated to Po(since Po
is blocked). Po'sAllocation vector goes down to (1,2,1), and its Need vector goes up to (l,O,l).

(i) Can deadlock occur in this system? If yes, show with an example. If not, why? 1+5=6
(ii) Can indefinite blocking occur in this system? Justify your answer. 3

(c) Write what you understand by Virtual Memory technique. Can we do without the concept of
virtual memory in present day systems? 3+2=5

3. (a) State how the causal ordering of messages is different from causal ordering of events. Explain
the violation of causal ordering of messages with the help of a time-space diagram. 3+3=6

(b) Let Time{ Smi) be the time of sending of a message m from site i, Time{ Rmj) is the time of
receiving of the same message in site j. Time( l.;) and Time{ Lj) the time of recording local state at site i
and site j respectively, test consistency for:

Time( Smi) > Time{ L;) 1\ Time{ Rmj)< Time{ Lj) 4
(c) In the Chandy-Lamport's Global State recording Algorithm concentrate on Marker Receiving Rule

for process Q. If Q has not recorded its state, why is it required to record the state of channel C as an
empty sequence? What happens to the messages that are arriving through the channel at that time
and in which process they are recorded? 5

(d) If C={Cl, CZ, C3,... , cn} is a ,cut with vector time stamp VTc, then explain why a cut is consistent iff
VTc= (VTc[1], VTc[2], VTc[3], .., , VTc[n]) 5

4. (a) Show that in Lamport's mutual exclusion algorithm if a site Si is executing the critical section,
then S;'s request need not be at the top ofthe request of the request.queue at another site Sj. 6

(b) In the Raymond's Tree based Algorithm for Mutual Exclusion which phase (Requesting the
Critical Section, Executing the critical section or Releasing the critical Section) and which statements
takes care of the fairness ofthe algorithm and how? Explain clearly. 6



(c) Consider a weighted, connected (but not necessarily completely connected) network, with
weights indicating average delays on the link. We want to implement a Maekawa-like algorithm (the
exact details are irrelevant here) on this network. The request sets of all the nodes need not be of the
same size. Given few such possible sets (each with n request sets, one for each node), can you suggest
three possible metrics to evaluate which set is better? Note that you do NOT have to say how to form
the sets, just how to evaluate it. 8

5. (a) For deadlock detection, Ho-Ramamoorthy suggested two algorithms, Two Phase and One Phase.
Let Pl and P2 are two processes far away from each other in a distributed system of many other
processes. Let Rl and R2be resources local to Pl and P2 respectively. Now at time tl , Pl is holding Rl
and waiting for R2,when P2 is holding R2.Now at time t2 (t2 > tl) , P2 releases R2and requests for Rl.
However, in the Two Phase a Phantom deadlock is detected whereas in One Phase it is not. Discuss
why? 3+3=6

(b) In the Edge-Chasing algorithm for deadlock detection, what is the need for maintaining a
Boolean array dependent; for each process i ? 3

(c) State the differences between Byzantine agreement problem and the Interactive Consistency
problem. 5

(d) What can be the maximum deviation in reading a third clock by two non-faulty clocks in a
distributed system. Explain how even with such deviation the Interactive Convergence algorithm
brings the clocks closer at each resynchronization. 6

6. (a) State what is Backward Error recovery and Forward Error recovery. 2
(b) In the figure below trace the message passing after X, Y and Z roll back due to the failure at X.

What can be the worst situation in this case? 8+2=10
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(d) If X and Yare two processes in a distributed system of n processes. Explain with a time-space
diagram the following: Whenever X requests Y to take a tentative check point by sending a request
containing lasClabeLrcvdxfYj, why it is that Y will take a checkpoint only if

lasClabel_rcvdxfYj ~ JirsClabel_senty{xj> L 6
(e) Briefly explain why at all rollback recovery algorithm is required? 2
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